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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to propose a suitable architecture for smart Local Energy
Communities based on FIWARE which utilizes smart data models for optimized energy
flow control and support virtual commissioning. First, an overview of existing data
modelling frameworks is given and their differences in terminology is discussed. Then, a
system design using the Industrial Internet Consortium’s three-tier architecture pattern is
developed. The FIWARE platform plays a key role in managing the entities of the Local
Energy Community. With the aid of the co-simulation tool mosaik a virtual environment
is created that allows simulating a Local Energy Community and its entities. It connects
different simulators and interacts with the FIWARE platform to access the data models
of the entities. For the evaluation three scenarios are simulated. The first scenario is a
simple simulation set-up that gets augmented by a new virtual device, namely a smart
energy meter. Afterwards, an optimization algorithm for energy flow control is deployed
and the capability of the system for seamlessly integrating new devices is evaluated. It
is shown that the proposed system design is capable of supplying the Optimizer with
vital context information. Moreover, it can act as virtual commissioning environment for
Local Energy Communities.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The need and demand for sustainable and green energy has never been more apparent.
The Paris Climate Agreement in 2015 was an important step from the international
community to tackle the issue of rapid climate change [1]. Four years later, in 2019
the European Union published the Clean Energy For All Europeans package, which
has as one of its objective to comply with the aforementioned agreement [2]. However,
this is not the sole goal of the legislation. It also aims to provide means for ‘clean and
fair energy [. . . ] at all levels of the economy [. . . ] all the way to people houses’ [2].
Improving energy efficiency and the extension of renewable energy production will play
a key role in the implementation. Energy communities are an essential tool in this
legislation and will enable the modernization of the energy market. What is more, they
will empower consumers which is also an intent of European Union. The decentralization
and stabilization of the grid is a future goal for them, too.
Local Energy Communities (LECs) have already been a proven concept for achieving
community energy goals, which would not have been viable in a conventional setting.
They can vary in size and structure, but all complete the goal of empowering the (local)
community and provide means to sustainable energy sources. They were first officially
recognized by the aforementioned legislation. In general, there is a distinction been
made between so-called Citizen Energy Communities (CEC) and Renewable Energy
Communities (REC). The main difference is that Renewable Energy Communities are
communities that are confined by a smaller geographic region and their members should
be living close together [3]. The overall goal of providing and producing renewable and
sustainable energy sources to domestic consumers in the community still remains the
same. In this thesis, the emphasis lies more on REC.
There exist numerous established LECs around Europe that have shown the feasibility
and opportunities of the concept. Now follow three examples of early LECs that shall
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1. Introduction

highlight their strength. The first example is the community pool in Dingen, Germany.
A solar installation on public roofing with a (peak) capacity of 245 kWp and an annual
production of 200 000 kWh allows the pool to be opened more months of the year,
even in the off-season [4]. Notably, even small project can achieve a big impact. In
Lohtaja, Finland a small scale biomass heating plant was built and is managed by a
small cooperation with 40 members. The wood chips that are consumed by the boiler
come from the local forest. Even though it is only a small scale heating plant it has
supplanted the need for 100 000 litres of heating-oil [5]. What is more, also LECs that
have focused on improving the energy efficiency of the whole community have been proven
to be a success. In Erris, Ireland, various improvements through the whole community
were carried out. This includes upgrades to energy efficient lighting, the installation
of intelligent storage heater and the insulation of buildings [6]. The estimated energy
savings for the whole community in 2016 alone were 373 470 kWh.

In Austria, the legislation that enabled Energy Communities as described in the Clean
Energy for all Europeans Packag was passed and became active in July 2021 [7]. It is called
‘Erneuerbaren-Ausbau-Gesetzespaket’ and it defines two types of Energy Communities
very similar to RECs and CECs mentioned above. At the time of writing, there are
around 90 communities registered online at [7], with trends going up.

1.2 Problem Statement
The exemplary LECs from the previous section were an illustration of how a community
effort can achieve energy goals sustainably. They showed various ways and methods
on how the implementation of LECs might look like. Although, all three projects have
been successful in their own ways and benefit the local population significantly, they are
not especially smart or intelligent solutions. In Austria, the legislation demands that
participants of Energy Communities are equipped with Smart Energy Meters [8]. These
devices are required to measure the power consumption at minimum every 15 minutes.
This data acquisition might be frequent enough for some form of load balancing, however
the network operator is only required to provide this data the following day. This makes
it virtually impossible to use the data in a real-time control scenario. LECs can act solely
as ‘metering structure’ where energy consumption and production is measured regularly,
but not necessarily in real time. Members of the LEC who produce energy can sell their
surplus to the grid.

If the goal is to use the resources of LECs to their full potential, more intelligent solutions
are necessary. To enable concepts like agile load balancing, reliable real-time data is
required, which the current structures cannot supply. Therefore, a more versatile solution
is needed that can handle real-time data from production sites and consumers as well as
provide semantic data models to facilitate interoperability.

Data is only useful if it is known or explicitly stated what it actually describes. This
is not always the case: different application and standards may use the same name for
different concepts or conversely use other nomenclature for the same topic. The context
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of any given data point is often only known inside an application or device, since vendors
might use proprietary or simply different data representations. This is not an issue
if only one ecosystem is deployed, yet it facilitates vendor lock-in. When connecting
multiple independent systems that shall interact with each other, it almost becomes a
necessity to document the context information of the used ontology. Using a framework
like FIWARE’s NGSI (Next Generation Service Interface) Context Broker, makes it
very easy to explicitly state all context information and make them also available in a
machine-processable form [9]. It becomes apparent that an open platform like FIWARE
can help to boost interoperability and reusability of the data models.
We define a Smart Local Energy Community as a community that shares its resources
in an intelligent fashion beyond a simple metering structure. This means that energy
consumption and production data is captured in real-time and can be processed by an
optimizing algorithm in order to balance the electrical loads of the community. We call
this application the Optimizer.
A suitably smart data model can support us in achieving this more advanced and complex
goal. It allows explicitly stating context information. What is more, the names of the
attributes that are used in the data model are unique and well-defined. Plus, assumptions
about the system and meta information will not be hidden away as implementation
detail. When collecting data points from various devices and sources their context
and all meta-data describing them will to be preserved. This facilitates historic trends
analysis and forecasting functionality (e.g. of production or consumption) and makes an
implementation of an Optimizer more transparent and reusable.
Smarter solutions like the smart LEC with its optimizing algorithm can become very
complex. This implies longer and more involved development and testing cycles. If the
implementation of an optimizing algorithm can only start when all hardware choices
have been made, a longer than desirable implementation delay could occur. Also, if the
program is dependent on the used hardware (and maybe even data-model) the reusability
is severely harmed. Therefore, the need for a certain abstraction layer arises. It should
be possible to develop an optimizing controller without having implicit assumptions on
hardware choices. Thus, solutions should not be specific to certain Energy Communities.
All the information about the system must be explicitly stated within the data models
where they are visible and documented. A virtual test-bed with a structural identical
architecture to the production system is needed to facilitate the development process.
While most research uses simulation to analyse specific control strategy and algorithms,
they rarely focus on setting up simulation as a virtual commissioning platform.
Our research aim is to help LEC operators to transform common LECs into smart LECs
by providing open source solutions which can be easily deployed and extended. Ready
to go co-simulation set-ups should make it simple to perform a virtual commissioning
of the LEC before it is deployed to the real world. The solution should consist of a
reference architecture and tooling for smart data models. Operators should be able to
adapt the solution for their needs and develop new applications that integrate with the
architecture. The openness would enhance the reusability of code and interoperability
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1. Introduction

of different systems. The structure of this architecture and its tooling should be same
whether the deployment is virtual or in the real world.

The objective of this Bachelor thesis is to explore the possibilities and opportunities of
FIWARE’s context enabled data models and assess their suitability to be used as base
architecture for a load balancing algorithm in a smart LEC. Moreover, the open source
co-simulation framework mosaik [10] will be used to support virtual commissioning. Its
benefits for the development cycle and architecture will be analysed. The aim is to
provide an architecture where an energy flow optimizing algorithm can be developed
independent of the actual entities of the LEC. In other words, the Optimizer should be
independent of hardware choices and size and structure of the community. There shall
be no information hidden in the implementation of the Optimizer. It should gather all
information that it needs to perform the load balancing from the underlying data models.
Thus, our research question can be boiled down to: what is a suitable architecture for
smart LECs based on FIWARE which utilizes smart data models for optimized energy
flow control and support virtual commissioning?
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CHAPTER 2
State of the Art

2.1 Terminology: Data Model vs. Information Model vs.
Ontology

The terminology concerning information models, data models and ontologies is not always
agreed upon. There does not seem to be a definitive answer in the literature to what
the exact difference between these three terms are. The Eclipse Vorto [11] framework
augments the vocabulary with the term device description and uses it in a similar fashion
to information model [12]. There is, however, a differentiation made between ontologies
and knowledge bases. In the 2002 guide Ontology Development 101: A Guide to Creating
Your First Ontology, the authors Noy and McGuinness explain that a knowledge base can
be derived from an ontology by creating instances of the defined classes [13]. It should
be noted that the authors use an object-oriented approach to develop a ‘taxonomical
hierarchy’. The knowledge comes from the class and instance variables. This means
that an ontology can be seen as a form of blueprint for a knowledge base. Nevertheless,
the authors state that in real-world applications the distinguishing between the two
concepts can be very difficult. In Microsoft’s Azure Digtal Twin (ADT) [14] framework,
the term ontology describes the combination of models and the relationship between
entities. They implement the so-called ‘digital twin graph’ [15]. In this sense, it is used
in a very similar way as in the aforementioned paper, if the term ‘model’ is replaced with
‘class’, while an ‘entity’ becomes a ‘instance of a class’. On the other hand, FIWARE’s
documentation uses exclusively the term ‘data model’. However, the data models can link
to and reference (external) ontologies. This property is called the ‘context information’.
A special attribute (namely ‘@context’) is used for these references.
The differentiation between information and data models seems to be more clearly
defined. In 2003, there was a memo sent to the Internet Engineering Task Force (DMTF)
which explains the difference between these two terms, when they are used to describe
‘managed objects in network management’ [16]. When reading the memo it becomes
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apparent while the exact context might not be the same, it can still be applied in our
application. The authors state that data models include ‘implementation- and protocol-
specific details’ [16]. This seems to be true for ADT as well as FIWARE. They both
use the term ‘model’ and ‘data model’ respectively. Their data models are based on
the JSON-LD (JavaScript Object Notation-Linked Data) format and communication
with their APIs (Application Programming Interface) uses HTTP (Hypertext Transfer
Protocol) requests. Thus, the definition of the memo seems to be in line with how these
two frameworks use the terminology. In the same document ([16]), the authors also
describe two important features of information models being that they are ‘protocol
neutral’ and allow defining ‘relationships between objects’. The authors denote, that an
information model can be specified in a ‘natural language’. Two more terms for describing
an information model are given: ‘conceptual model’ and ‘abstract model’. Interestingly,
the specification for NGSI-LD (Next Generation Service Interface-Linked Data) [17]
(not FIWARES’s documentation to be precise) uses the term ‘information model’. The
following statement can be found in the specification: ‘The NGSI-LD Information Model
prescribes the structure of context information that shall be supported by an NGSI-LD
system. It specifies the data representation mechanisms that shall be used by the NGSI-LD
API itself. In addition, it specifies the structure of the Context Information Management
vocabularies to be used in conjunction with the API.’ [17]. This seems to be more or less
in line with the DMTF’s definition.

Even though the name information model is not being actively used by all the aforemen-
tioned frameworks, this does not mean it is not used by other modelling applications. Two
prominent examples are the Common Information Model [18] (CIM) developed by the
CIM Forum which is part of the Distributed Management Task Force and the OPC Uni-
fied Architecture (UA) [19] which is maintained by the Open Platform Communications
(OPC) Foundation.

When looking at the Wikipedia entry for information models, one can find the following
statement: ‘An information model provides formalism to the description of a problem
domain without constraining how that description is mapped to an actual implementation
in software. There may be many mappings of the information model. Such mappings
are called data models, irrespective of whether they are object models (e.g. using UML),
entity relationship models or XML schemas.’ [20] Unfortunately, there seems to be no
direct source for this statement in the article. This definition seems to be compatible
with the DMTF’s memo. Nevertheless, the data modelling frameworks described in this
thesis do not always seem to adhere to these exact definitions. They often use their
own terminology. Especially the definition of information models seems to be very strict.
For instance, the NGSI-LD specification has a UML representation of the NGSI-LD
information model [17]. Following the definition, this mapping would again be a data
model. It is not quite clear, how the ‘formalism’ to describe an information could be
anything other than written in natural language. It could be argued that the frameworks
themselves represent a ‘formalism to description of a problem domain’. However, they do
not meet the second criteria of this definition, since they are implementation-depending
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encodings. Except for the Vorto language, which claims to offer a ‘technology-agnostic’
way to describe the information model [11]. Nevertheless, the quoted statement might
be valid, if the terms are used in a more abstract way, i.e. when describing modelling in
general, but it seems to be fuzzy when discussing specific frameworks.

To conclude, two frameworks cannot be compared by looking at the used terminology.
Especially, when it comes to the fine details, lines become more blurred. In this thesis,
FIWARE’s terminology will be used, i.e. (smart) data model, for describing the (data)
models that define the entities, and context information when describing meta information
about a data model. The meta information further defines the name space and may link
to ontologies.

2.2 Overview of existing data modelling frameworks
There exist a multitude of frameworks and development kits for managing Internet
of Things (IoT) information models. In this section, there will be an overview and
comparison of which frameworks exist. Specifically, the capabilities of including meta
and context information will be evaluated.

2.2.1 FIWARE

FIWARE is the chosen platform and framework of this thesis. The FIWARE foundation
describes itself as ‘A curated framework of Open Source Platform components to accelerate
the development of Smart Solutions’ [9]. The tool chain has a focus on what they call
smart data models. They have a strong emphasis on preserving and processing context
and meta information about entities. The heart piece of the framework is the so-called
Context Broker. It implements the Next Generation Service Interface (short NGSI)
which is an API that can be used by other software components. The Context Broker
is so essential in the FIWARE-ecosystem that any platform which incorporates it may
call itself ‘Powered by FIWARE ’ [21]. There exist multiple implementations of the
Context Broker, notably FIWARES own, Orion1. There currently exist two versions of
the NGSI standard: NGSI v2 which is designed by FIWARE [22] and NGSI-LD (NGSI-
Linked Data) which is published and standardized by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [17]. Both interfaces are open standards with freely available
specification documentation. The latter was chosen for this paper, since it is the newer
standard and seems to have more momentum than NGSI v2. Orion-LD [23] was used as
the Context Broker: it implements both the NGSI-LD specification version 1.3.12 [24] as
well as NGSI v2. NGSI-LD is based on NGSI v2, but has some interesting enhancement.

The main differences between the specifications are explained in the FIWARE documen-
tation [25] and are summarized as follows:

1Note: the so-called Context Broker, Orion should not be confused with Eclipse Orion, which is a
different program, that is not used in this thesis.

2Note: As of writing the latest version of the NGSI-LD API is version 1.6.1. The older version that
Orion-LD implements can be found here [24].
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• A NGSI-LD payload is a subset of JSON-LD and uses many of its feature, notably
the ‘@context’ attribute.

• The IDs of NGSI-LD entities are Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs).

• In NGSI v2 a dictionary is used to describe context information. In NGSI-LD,
meta data is encoded as nested properties (of properties).

• In NGSI-LD, there is a richer standard name space for describing meta data.

• NGSI-LD allows for attributes to describe relationships and link to other entities.

• NGSI-LD has a special property (called GeoProperty) to encode location data.

In particular the first point, the integration of JSON-LD is an important enhancement
over the NGSI v2.

As stated above, the NGSI-LD API uses a subset of JSON-LD as its payload. JSON-
LD is defined and standardized by W3C at [26]. In the standard, it is described as
a ‘lightweight syntax to serialize Linked Data in JSON ’. JSON-LD can be used with
almost all existing JSON infrastructure since it is designed to be ‘100% compatible with
JSON ’. An important feature of this standard is the ‘@context’ attribute that allows
to embed and link to resources that describe the context of any given object. It is also
used to translate between name spaces that might overlap or use different identifiers
for properties. This plays a key role in the FIWARE platform as can be seen in their
documentation concerning ‘@context’ [25, 27, 28, 29].

2.2.2 Eclipse Vorto

This framework is part of the Eclipse project [11] and has released its stable version
in December 2020 [30]. Eclipse describes the Vorto Project as a ‘Language for Digital
Twins’ [11]. It aims to be a device description language that can be used for creating
IoT information models for various components. Apart from the main Vorto Information
Model, there also exist a metamodel that shares similarities with FIWARE’s context
information. The metamodel is used to describe the relationships and connection between
the components [31]. However, the metamodel is more limited than FIWARE’s: It
allows specifying data types and the structures, but it cannot convey data semantics
like measurement units [32]. One of the main focus points of the Vorto Project is
providing an open ecosystem that supports the interoperability of various IoT devices
and vendors [33]. This is done by creating a domain specific device description language,
namely vortolang [34], and by having uniform interfaces for communication [33]. The
Vorto Projects also aims to be as technology-agnostic as possible. To help with a
fast integration there exists a repository of device descriptions that are ready to use.
What is more, there are code generators that can be used to accelerate the integration
by generating platform specific artefacts. One major plus point of the Vorto device
description language is, that it is very human-readable. Listing 2.1 is an example of
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a light dimmer. The code comes from the official Wiki [35]. The device description is
intended to be self-explanatory and should be understandable by a non-programmer [33].

Listing 2.1: Example of a dimmer switch written in vortolang.
1 namespace vorto.examples.infomodels
2 version 1.0.0
3 using vorto.examples.functionblocks.Dimmer; 1.0.0
4 using vorto.examples.functionblocks.RGBColorPicker; 1.0.0
5 using vorto.examples.functionblocks.Switch; 1.0.0
6
7 infomodel Color_Lamp {
8 displayname "Color_Lamp"
9 description "Information model for a Color Lamp"

10 category example
11
12 functionblocks {
13 dimmer as Dimmer
14 colorpicker as RGBColorPicker
15 switch as Switch
16 }
17 }

Eclipse Vorto has its main focus on the IoT domain. It provides the tooling for creating,
modifying and sharing device descriptions. This means that a lot of the documentation
and design focus lies on IoT devices like sensors, single board computers and so forth.
It is not really a universal modelling framework. Describing something that is not
strictly in the IoT domain might be possible but is not actively encouraged. Compared
to FIWARE the ability to add context information to the information model is more
restricted. Although it is possible to export Vorto device descriptions to JSON-LD the
other way around is in general not possible [34]. This is a major advantage for the
FIWARE framework that natively supports this format. JSON-LD has the benefit of
being a more universal modelling standard that is not bound to a specific domain.

In conclusion, the Eclipse Vorto framework could probably be used for the modelling of
a Local Energy Community. Though the inclusion of very specific context information
might not be possible, which would be less than ideal.

2.2.3 Microsoft Azure Digital Twins

This Microsoft developed framework Azure Digital Twins (ADT) is probably the most
similar to FIWARE. It is a more general modelling platform that is not restricted to
IoT alone [36]. The developer’s documentation describes it as ‘a digital representation of
real-world things, places, business processes, and people’ [14]. The language that Azure
Digital Twins uses is called Digital Twins Definition Language (DTDL) and is based on
JSON-LD [37]. Therefore, ADT and NGSI-LD models are very comparable to another.
One modelling feature that does not exist in NGSI-LD but is present in ADT are the
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differentiation between properties and telemetry. In ADT, the property type is used for
data points that are non-volatile and should be stored, while the telemetry type is used
for events and volatile data acquisition [38]. The same effect is achieved less explicitly in
NGSI-LD by creating subscriptions.

In ADT there is also a big emphasis on data visualization. There are first-party tools
for drawing the property graphs as well as a 3D visualizer that can represent real-world
objects and entities [36]. This is partially possible to achieve with FIWARE, however
there seems to be no out-of-the-box solution for representing data or entities in 3D.

The biggest difference between Azure Digital Twins and the FIWARE platform is the
openness of the ecosystems. While every component in FIWARE’s tool chain is open-
source and self-hostable, ADT is explicitly a Platform as a Service (PaaS) and therefore
tightly integrated in proprietary Microsoft Cloud Infrastructure. This might be beneficial
if a comprehensive service contract is wanted, but prohibits the ability to control the
software stack independently and will result in a more centralized and locked-in solution.

2.2.4 OpenEMS

OpenEMS stands for Open Source Energy Management System [39]. The main application
of OpenEMS is a management platform for energy sources, especially of the renewable
kind. It has a modular architecture and consists of three main components:

1. OpenEMS Edge handles the connection to the real-world devices via various com-
munication protocols and has control and data acquisition duties.

2. OpenEMS UI is a web bases UI.

3. OpenEMS Backend is the connecting point of all OpenEMS Edge deployments.

Unlike FIWARE, OpenEMS it is not a general purpose modelling platform, however
they do share a few similarities. Entities in OpenEMS are called Components, and they
have a unique identifier [40]. Components are essentially digital twins of real-world IoT
energy devices. What is more, Components can also be strictly virtual and be used for
simulations. Simple data points are called channels and are as well uniquely addressable.
The name comes from the fact, that these data points are directly used for internal
communication. Some simple form of context information is possible: the data-type
as well as a measurement unit can be specified. This is more restrictive compared to
FIWARE’s data model, since the context of the whole application is also more confined.
If a new component needs to be added to the system, it has to implement the Openems
Component Interface [40].

Even though OpenEMS is not a modelling framework per se, it does have similarities
with other modelling procedures. Nevertheless, its primary function is the management
and control of energy application. The possible usage of OpenEMS in Local Energy
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Communities has been discussed in [41], where the author suggests its suitability in this
environment.

2.3 Virtual Commissioning

Virtual commissioning is a very active topic in research as well as in industry applications.
On the IEEE Xplore Platform alone, there are 175 papers3 that have the keyword virtual
commissioning. Many of these articles where published this year. Exact definitions as of
what counts as virtual commissioning may vary depending on the domain. In the context
of process automation and system validation, the author in [42] sums it up as virtualizing
the code of a programmable logic controller (PLC) to control a simulated environment,
that is as close as possible to the one, that the PLC will be deployed at. With the aid of
this simulation the performance and conformity of the controller can be assessed.

This definition is not one to one compatible with the use case of a LEC, since no PLCs
will be deployed. Moreover, the context is simply not the same. Nevertheless, many
of the concepts of virtual commissioning can be used for the development of a LEC.
The usage of virtual commissioning in other areas is something the author discusses in
the paper mentioned [42]. Smart Grids are highlighted, however, it is explored from a
manufacturing and production point of view.

One key feature, namely a simulated environment can be integrated in the LEC software
stack. Instead of simulating a production plant and its machinery, this thesis will
experiment with using a co-simulation framework to virtualize devices in the LEC. The
concept of using simulation to assess LECs is not new. For instance in [43], a MATLAB
model of a LEC is being developed to test various strategies concerning peer-to-peer
energy trading inside the community. However, most research uses simulation as a mean
to analyse control strategy and algorithms, like the paper above. They rarely focus on
setting up simulation as a virtual commissioning platform.

2.3.1 Co-simulation in Smart Grids

In the broader context of smart grids, simulation, especially co-simulation, is a key
component for validating their functionality. In [44], the authors explain, that due to
the high system complexity of smart grids new methods for testing their compliance
and reliability are needed. They conclude that co-simulation is a possible technology to
tackle the challenge. Co-simulation is defined as a form of distributed simulation where
multiple different simulation models are computed in parallel. The idea behind it is, that
there exist a multitude of domain specific models that use various ways of representing
simulation results. Hence, they are often incompatible or have limited usability in other
simulation environments. A co-simulation framework or interface can provide a way to
exchange data between models in a standardized fashion. This allows for using the best

3These numbers are as of the 7th Oktober 2022 and where obtained from https://ieeexplore.
ieee.org/
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model for the task without being constraint by the simulation framework and enable
cross domain simulation approaches. The authors of paper [45] explore the possibilities of
the Functional Mock-Up Interface [46] (FMI) for co-simulation in cyber-physical systems
such as buildings and community energy systems. The following example is given that
illustrates when co-simulation can shine and provide solutions for unsolved problems,
‘[. . . ] performance optimization studies for community energy systems need a system-level
view that integrates domain-specific tools beyond the scope of typical building simulations.’

One use-case of co-simulation that is arguably the most similar to virtual commissioning
is the so-called Hardware-In-the-Loop or short HIL. This is a test procedure that uses
co-simulation to calculate (real) input for a physical device. The behaviour of the devices
is recorded and later analysed. With the help of co-simulation the hardware can be
validated for scenarios that would either be too expensive or impossible to recreate within
a standard test setting [44]. HIL uses the fact that the co-simulation framework controls
the speed in which the time steps are calculated. Thus, real-time processing, that means
a simulation that runs at wall-clock time, is possible.

2.3.2 Co-simulation with mosaik

For simulating smart grid application, like Local Energy Communities, the mosaik4

framework seems to be a solid choice: mosaik is a co-simulator, that has been used
extensively in research projects in this field since 2011 [47]. The program provides an
interface to connect various (external) simulators. These simulators can each use different
time-steps as long as they are discrete. mosaik will handle the schedule and provides
various means to deal with algebraic loops. It is written in Python and supports other
high-level languages such as Java or MATLAB, but can also be used with low-level
languages. In this case however the manual integration is more involved. Even for smaller
or simple simulation models it can be beneficial to have a clear and modular architecture.
The framework itself does not come with any simulators. Nevertheless, the authors of
the framework have developed some simulators that can be used out of the box.

The mosaik framework itself is not specifically designed to be used a virtual commissioning
tool. For example, it does not have built-in support for IoT communication protocols.
Nevertheless, the feasibility to extend the framwork with a basic MQTT implementation
was shown in the bachelor thesis [48] written by Thomas Teodorowicz. This is important
since many IoT devices use MQTT for communication and will the technology of choice
for this bachelor thesis.

While formally the concept of virtual commissioning might not exist for LECs, this thesis
will explore a more generalized definition.

4Note: mosaik should not be confused with Eclipse Mosaic, which is also a co-simulation framework,
but was not used in this implementation.
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CHAPTER 3
System Design

As discussed in the introduction, Local Energy Communities can be very heterogeneous.
There is no one definition of what entities a LEC has to be comprised of. Nevertheless,
there seems to be some common consensus of frequently used components. The following
section will explain the use-case definition of the LEC utilised in this thesis. Then a
suitable data model and system architecture is derived.

3.1 LEC Data Models
The habitants of the LEC are classified into three categories, with different properties
concerning their power consumption characteristics.

• Passive consumer can only consume energy, their load profile is not adjustable
and they do not produce any power.

• Active consumer can consume energy and produce none, but they have smart
appliances that allow for adjusting their consumption on-demand.

• Prosumer is an active consumer that can produce energy.

In the following use-case, the energy production is accomplished through photovoltaic
panels while load balancing is archived by controlling electrical warm water tanks, that
act like heat buffer. This results into the following entity list:

• Person: Active/Passive Consumer

• Person: Prosumer

• Building
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• Photovoltaic Panel and Measurement

• Warm Water Tank and Measurement

• (Smart) Power Meter

lives at

Prosumer

lives at
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[Energy Production]

is located at

Warm Water Tank
[On-demand Load]
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Smart
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Smart
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PV Measurement
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Warm Water Tank
Controller/Measurement

meters

Warm Water Tank
Controller/Measurement

Figure 3.1: Overview of the entities in the LEC and their relationship.

The number of entities could easily be augmented. Notably an electrical energy storage
system (e.g. a battery) is missing. The theoretical energy community was reduced on
purpose to its essentials, since the focus lies on providing a suitable data model for an
optimization algorithm. The presented concepts could be adopted for a more varied
scenario.

The data models are created using NGSI-LD and are inspired by the Smart Data Models
Program [49]. In particular the PhotovoltaicDevice [50] and PhotovoltaicMeasurement [51]
were used as a base to model for the photovoltaic energy production. The PhotovoltaicDe-
vice was extended by an azimuth and surface tilt degree. For modelling buildings and
people, the standard FIWARE data models where used. A list of data models that
are developed by FIWARE can be found here [52]. The model for the Energy Meter
originated from a definition of the Indian Urban Data Exchange (IUDX) and can be
found here [53]. Unfortunately there exist no Smart Data Model as reference for warm
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water tanks, thus this model was created from scratch. Including the one for the warm
water tank measurements.

Smart Data Models is a joint effort between multiple projects (including FIWARE and
IUDX) to provide high quality data models for various domains. The data models from
Smart Data Models tend to be very detailed and allow encoding very specific context
information. However, it is very easy to extend or reduce the properties of any given data
model such that it meets the needs of one’s application. Nevertheless, some properties
are mandatory. This includes the id as well as type of the entity. The id has to be unique
in system. Both the id and the property are interpreted as URI (Universal Resource
Identifier). While it is not obligatory (from a technical point of view) to use a URI for
the id, it is highly recommended. The URI of the type can resolve to a resource that
further explains and documents the entity’s type and its properties. However, it might
also be a URN (Uniform Resource Name) in which case this is not guaranteed to happen.

Another key property that was discussed in previous the chapters is the @context property,
which can link to a (remote) resource that documents the context information. For the
proof-of-concept, the data models have been reduced to its minimum and non-essential
entries have been removed.

Listing 3.1: Datamodel of an examplatory photovoltaic panel.
1 {
2 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicDevice:001",
3 "type": "PhotovoltaicDevice",
4 "name": "Photovoltaic Pannel",
5 "description": "A residential photovoltaic panel",
6 "MaximumSystemVoltage": {
7 "type": "Property",
8 "value": 400,
9 "unitCode": "VLT"

10 },
11 "NominalPower": {
12 "type": "Property",
13 "value": 8000,
14 "unitCode": "WTT"
15 },
16 "location": {
17 "type": "Point",
18 "coordinates": [
19 16.470517,
20 47.856821
21 ]
22 },
23 "surfaceTilt": {
24 "type": "Property",
25 "value": 30,
26 "unitCode": "DD"
27 },
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28 "surfaceAzimuth": {
29 "type": "Property",
30 "value": 180,
31 "unitCode": "DD"
32 }
33 }

The Listing 3.1 shows the used data model for the photovoltaic panels. The id of the
model follows closely the convention of URNs used by FIWARE. One can quickly grasp
the most important property for an entity: its type. The location property sticks out from
the other properties as it has Point as its type. It is a so-called GeoProperty and follows
the GeoJSON format which standardizes location formats. The unite codes of the other
properties follow the UN/CEFACT standard of common code, specifying measurement
in a simple alphanumerical encoding. For instance, DD stands for degree, VLT for Volt,
WTT for Watt and KWT for kilo Watt. An informative document listing many of these
code can be found in [54].

The data models for static objects and measurement objects are separated. For example,
the Listing 3.1 describes the static real-world properties of a photovoltaic panel, while
Listing 3.2 shows how measurement of the photovoltaic panels are modelled. It is assumed,
that the static properties rarely change. Measurements however, may update frequently.
The reference data models from Smart Data Models often use two linked models to
emphasis this fact. Therefore, two separate, but linked models were chosen as well.

Listing 3.2: Part of the data model for the photovoltaic measurement.
1 {
2 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicMeasurement:001",
3 "type": "PhotovoltaicMeasurement",
4 "dateObservedFrom": {
5 "type": "Property",
6 "value": ""
7 },
8 "dateObservedTo": {
9 "type": "Property",

10 "value": ""
11 },
12 "refPhotovoltaicDevice": {
13 "type": "Relationship",
14 "object": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicDevice:001"
15 },
16 "activePower": {
17 "type": "Property",
18 "value": 5,
19 "unitCode": "KWT"
20 }
21 }
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In Listing 3.2, part of the data model that was used for the measurements of a photovoltaic
panel is displayed. Two properties are notable. First, the refPhotovoltaicDevice creates
the link between measurement and the actual device. The type of this property is
Relationship as it signals a connection between to data models. The link can also be
observed in Figure 3.1. The value of the property is again a URN. At this point it becomes
very clear, why the URN scheme used by FIWARE is useful. It allows to double-check
that only a valid entity is linked. Second, the dateObservedFrom and dateObservedTo
properties store an ISO date-time stamp, when the measurements took place.

It should be noted that the previous two Listings (Listing 3.1 and 3.2) were not in
fact the full underlying data models but instances of data models. The very important
@context tag instance was omitted for better readability. The data models that store all
the explicit context information about the name space is stored separately as JSON-LD
file. A snippet of this can be seen in Listing 3.3, where some core FIWARE terms are
defined. The full file can be found here [55].

Listing 3.3: Part of the NGSI core context (name space).
1 {
2 "@context": {
3 "ngsi-ld": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/",
4 "id": "@id",
5 "type": "@type",
6 "value": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/hasValue",
7 "object": {
8 "@id": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/hasObject",
9 "@type":"@id"

10 },
11 "Property": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/Property",
12 "Relationship": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/Relationship",
13 "DateTime": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/DateTime",
14 "Date": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/Date",
15 "Time": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/Time",
16 "observedAt": {
17 "@id": "https://uri.etsi.org/ngsi-ld/observedAt",
18 "@type": "DateTime"
19 }
20 }

This for example explains how the Context Broker knows and expects that the observedAt
property is a DateTime object. This default name space is implicitly given and cannot
be redefined [56]. The @context file for the described data models can be found in
the Appendix. Various on-line ontology services were used as reference. This includes
DBPedia [57] which creates a general purpose knowledge graph out of Wikimedia resources.
For some terms, however, there were no fitting definitions available. For instance, the
term capacity links to a DBPedia’s entry about volume and thermalLoss references its
definition of thermal transfer. Also, maxTemperatureDifference links to schema.org’s
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maxValue definition. These name space references are a bit too general for our use case.
In a real-world deployment, it would be better to self-host them.

Even though all the mentioned data models above are using the NGSI-LD specification,
in order to configure the IoT Agent NGSI-v2 models are needed. The IoT Agent is used
as management instance for the IoT devices and its purpose will be described in detail
the next section. The Listing 3.4 shows the data model for the Smart Energy Meter.
Two things should be noted about the entry. First, the name of the device (device_name)
uses the NGSI-LD identifiers. This is done deliberately as the device_name will become
the id once the entity and its data model get converted to an NGSI-LD instance by the
Context Broker. The entitiy_type will be mapped to the as NGSI-LD type. device_id on
the other hand is only used by the IoT agent and will not be transferred into NGSI-LD.
The NGSI-LD representation of the Smart Energy Meter can be found in Listing 3.5.
Second, since there exist no @context tag in NGSI-v2 there need to be a data model
available to the Context Broker that defines the name space and meaning of the used
attributes. This could be done in form of a separate JSON-LD file, like in Listing 3.3.

Listing 3.4: Part of the NGSI-v2 compliant data model of the Smart Energy Meter
device.

1 {
2 "device_id": "em001",
3 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:EnergyMeter:001",
4 "entity_type": "EnergyMeter",
5 "timezone": "Europe/Berlin",
6 "static_attributes": [
7 {
8 "name": "name",
9 "type": "Property",

10 "value": "(S)MS 1"
11 },
12 {
13 "name": "description",
14 "type": "Property",
15 "value": "Smart Energy Meter data"
16 }
17 ]
18 }

Listing 3.5: The converted Model of the Smart Energy Meter.
1 {
2 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:EnergyMeter:003",
3 "type": "EnergyMeter",
4 "name": {
5 "value": "(S)MS 3",
6 "type": "Property",
7 "observedAt": "2022-09-15T23:30:00.000Z"
8 },
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9 "description": {
10 "value": "Smart Energy Meter data",
11 "type": "Property",
12 "observedAt": "2022-09-15T23:30:00.000Z"
13 },
14 "supportedProtocol": {
15 "value": "ul20",
16 "type": "Property",
17 "observedAt": "2022-09-15T23:30:00.000Z"
18 },
19 "dateObservedFrom": {
20 "value": "2022-09-15T23:30:00",
21 "type": "Property",
22 "observedAt": "2022-09-15T23:30:00.000Z"
23 },
24 "dateObservedTo": {
25 "value": "2022-09-15T23:35:00",
26 "type": "Property",
27 "observedAt": "2022-09-15T23:30:00.000Z"
28 },
29 "energyConsumed": {
30 "value": 0.015076,
31 "type": "Property",
32 "unitCode": "KWH",
33 "observedAt": "2022-09-15T23:30:00.000Z"
34 }
35 }

The data models that were used in the proof-of-concept part of this thesis can be found
in the Appendix. It should be noted that the building and people models where not used
in for the proof-of-concept and therefore where omitted.

3.2 Smart LEC Architecture

The architecture of the theoretical energy community follows closely the three-tier
architecture pattern of The Industrial Internet of Things Reference Architecture published
by the Industrial Internet Consortium [58]. As the name suggests, it is composed of three
different tiers:

1. Edge Tier acquires all relevant data points.

2. Platform Tier collects and processes the data edge nodes. It communicates with
the Edge Tier through gateways.

3. Enterprise Tier domain-specific applications and end-user interfaces.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the proposed architecture of a prototypical smart LEC.

All three tiers have different duties and provide special services. The separation into
these three tiers is also very suitable for LECs. The Edge Tier connects all edge devices.
In a LEC for intance, these are smart measurement devices like Smart Energy Meters
or the EMS of a photovoltaic system. The Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) is a
suitable solution to connect many of these low-power IoT devices to a central point (hub).
They usually use lightweight protocols and use principles like Publish and Subscribe or
simple Message Passing. The MOM approach also comes with security benefits as only
one communication channel to device is open, which is initiated by the device. Some also
allow for more advanced authorization methods that further ensure the network security.
Figure 3.2 depicts the architectural overview of a prototypical LEC using FIWARE’s
framework within the main Platform Tier. A special kind of database is used as main
storage for historic data, called time series-database. They are specifically designed
and optimized for data entries with time stamps. This includes data points like energy
measurements. Therefore, they are a good choice for our application. What is more, they
usually show very good performance for time range queries. For that reason, the data
visualization directly communicates with the time series database. In the Enterprise Tier
a variety of different applications can be found. They are often very domain specific or
centre around data visualization or monitoring. In our case, we have two applications:
One for graphing historic measurements and trends and the other is for energy flow
optimization.

A more detailed view of the system design can be gained from Figure 3.3. The MQTT
Broker acts as a gateway between the Edge Tier and the Platform Tier. The IoT Agent
might be considered to be part of the Edge Tier, since it can also be used as a gateway to
the IoT devices. In this implementation, it does not communicate with the devices directly
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Figure 3.3: Detailed view of the production Architecture of a prototypical LEC.

and shares resources with the Context Broker. The IoT Agent is also used to configure
and commission service groups, a task that is typical for this tier. It is theoretically also
possible to communicate directly with the IoT Agent from the Enterprise Tier. Therefore,
the component was considered to be part of the Platform Tier. The Context Broker is the
main interface for the domain-specific applications. It can provide the current state and
meta information of all registered entities. What is more, it connects external context
providers and can relay commands from the Enterprise Tier to the Edge Tier. This is
typical service for the Platform Tier. Yet the Context Broker does not store any historic
data about the entities. For this functionality, it relies on the QuantumLeap component
which enables the storage of time-series data in an appropriate database. It also provides
a simple interface to query historic information and could also be used by the Enterprise
Tier. The developers form QuantumLeap recommend CrateDB [59] for storage of the
time-series data. It can be used as a standalone component and may be queried from the
Enterprise Tier. However, a more opaque approach, where queries are only addressed to
QuantumLeap is possible as well. It might even be useful to use both independently. The
data visualization tool Grafana [60] for instance has an out-of-the-box integration for
CrateDB thus it makes more sense to use this built-in support than writing a custom
one. On the other hand, if the Optimizer wants to use historic data for its computations
it might be more intuitively to use the QuantumLeap API as it is very similar to the
Context Broker. The HTTP-Server as well as the MongoDB [61] database are auxiliary
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components for the Context Broker. The HTTP-Server hosts the @context files and
MongoDB holds the current state and context information. While it is theoretically
possible to query MongoDB manually, it defeats the purpose of the Context Broker. For
the same reason, new database entries should only be added through the appropriate
platform components (in blue).

In the Figure 3.3, the connecting arrows reveal the various protocols used for information
exchange. Note, NGSI is not a protocol per se, but an interface that is provided by the
Context Broker to exchange linked data models, in particular in the NGSI-LD format or
as plain JSON.

3.3 Enabling Virtual Commissioning
Typically, in the design and prototyping phase not all details of the system have been
finalized. For example not all IoT components might be deployed or even purchased. Some
might not even be decided to be included. Using simulation and virtual commissioning
can bring benefits to this project planning phase. Development of the Enterprise Tier
applications can begin, before any device is deployed. This also includes the development
of control strategies. There does not exist a universal strategy that always yields the
best result. Especially in Smart Grid application, there is a lot of research going on, to
improve current schemes. Having a digital twin of a LEC can help to test and derive
novel solutions. What is more, it facilitates testing the scalability and flexibility of the
optimizing algorithm. Making changes to the size and structure of the LEC in a virtual
environment is easier and faster than in the real-world. From Figure 3.4, it becomes
apparent that the structure of the architecture has not been changed drastically. Notably
the Enterprise and Platform Tier have been completely untouched. This enables the
aforementioned benefit, where significant parts of critical infrastructure can be directly
deployed to production. Especially the Optimizer can be developed independently of
the other components, as long as suitably detailed data models are chosen. The specific
nomenclature does not need to be decided yet, since a simple translation between terms
is always possible. Moreover, the Optimizer can rely on the Context Broker to provide
adequate context information.

The individual simulators are managed by mosaik. They communicate using sockets.
The simulators represent the IoT devices (LEC devices) as seen in Figure 3.3. The
MQTT-Connector component is a custom mosaik simulator that enables the virtual LEC
devices to communicate to the IoT Agent via MQTT. It relays simulation results to the
IoT Agent and requests from the Optimizer through the IoT Agent to the Simulators.
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Figure 3.4: View of the system architecture when using mosaik as simulation host.
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CHAPTER 4
Proof-of-concept Implementation

This chapter shows the viability of two concepts: concept I, with the help of mosaik as
co-simulation framework a sort of virtual commissioning can take place which allows using
a structural identical architecture to the real-world system. Concept II, an Optimizer
can use the context information of data models provided by FIWARE’s Context Broker
to optimize the energy flow of the LEC.

4.1 Scenario Definition

To show that the concepts are possible, the following two scenarios will be deployed. An
established LEC in Austria consisting of three active consumers and two photovoltaic
power installations (PV Panel) will be simulated for a period of 24 hours. In Figure 4.1,
the scenario with all its entities is depicted. All households are equipped with warm
water tanks that can monitor their energy consumption. It should be noted that the
Smart Energy Meters (SEM) meter the energy consumption of the households without
the warm water tanks. The energy consumption of the warm water tanks is measured
separately. This is important as the first scenario only considers the energy consumption
of the warm water tanks. As simulation date mid-September was chosen, because at this
time of year photovoltaic energy production is still viable while warm water usage might
start to increase. At first the simulation will be computed with the Optimizer being
disabled. Next, the amount of imported energy will be computed, that is all the energy
that was not being used from the photovoltaic production. Then, without changing
the architecture of the system a new entity will be added. SEMs will be introduced
into the Edge Tier of the LEC. Contrary to real SEMs, they will report the electrical
energy consumption of the three households periodically in real-time. This addition shall
show that virtual commissioning environment can easily be augmented and made more
realistic.
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Figure 4.1: Graphical overview of the described scenarios.

Finally, in order to show concept II, the same scenario with the Optimizer enabled will
be repeated. The results shall show that the implementation of an Optimizer is feasible
within the proposed system design and can lead to less energy imported from the grid.

To further show the benefits of the proposed system design, the Enterprise Tier will be
augmented by a data visualization application. Again, this addition will cause no change
in the overall architecture. As data visualization tool Grafana was chosen, as it integrates
well into the system and offers a multitude of configuration options. It could be used as
monitoring tool or as dashboard for the members of the LEC.

4.2 Deployment Steps

Even though, the software stack is quite complex, the deployment can be done very
systematically. With the help of a docker-compose [62] file, all third-party applications
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can be managed with simple commands. For easier management, it is feasible to have
the Optimizer algorithm also running in a container. Importing the data models into the
FIWARE framework is a bit more tedious, since there are multiple ways of tackling the
problem. This, however, only needs to be done once.

1. Starting the containers: There are several applications that are run in separate
containers. Their relationship can be seen in Figure 3.3.

a) Enterprise Tier: Grafana, Optimizer
b) Platform Tier: CrateDB, QuantumLeap, Orion, IoT Agent, MongoDB and

HTTP-Server
c) Edge Tier: Eclipse Mosquitto (MQTT Broker)

2. Commissioning the data-models: with the base structure started and running, the
following steps are required to commission a device.

a) Create the entities at the Context Broker
b) Create a service group at the IoT-Agent
c) Provision a sensor/device
d) Create subscriptions for the Optimizer and QuantumLeap (the time series

database)

3. Co-Simulation: Now that all data models are fed into the system and are known
by the Context Broker as well as the IoT Agent, the simulation can be started.
moasik, the co-simulation tool could be run as container or locally.

When creating a service group at the IoT-Agent, a new API-key needs to be chosen. The
service group also allows specifying certain attributes that are common upon all devices
that are part of the service group. What is more, it determines the communication
protocol (for instance Ultralight 2.0 [63]) and sets the origin of the Context Broker.

4.3 Optimizer
Optimizing the energy flow of a grid is a non-trivial control task. There are many
approaches one may take. For the purpose of this thesis, a simple rule-based strategy
was chosen. This yields a compact program, but may not produce the best results. Since
the focus of this work does not lie on finding the best control strategy, it is sufficient to
show that an optimizing algorithm can reduce the overall amount of imported energy.
Its rules are very simple and they use the following data points:

• Current (average) temperature of the Warm Water Tank (WWT)

• Target temperature of the WWT
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• Maximum allowed difference between the target and actual temperature

• Available output power of the PV Panels.

• Current measured power consumption from the SEMs

First the algorithm checks whether there is any additional power available. Then it
calculates a ratio which WWT could absorb the most energy without violating any
temperature limits. Finally, it sends out a recommendation to the controller of the
WWTs to do additional heating. The controller can decide whether or not to take the
recommendation. It is assumed the controller of WWT uses a simple hysteresis heating
strategy and will accept optimization suggestion as long as they do not violate the device’s
capability (i.e. using a higher input power than the devices supports).

The communication between the Optimizer (Enterprise Tier) and the other Tiers is
straight forward. It can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Optimizer FIWARE Platform PV WWT

PV Update

WWT Update

PV Update  
(subscription)

WWT Context Req.

WWT State

WWT Load Balancing CMD

WWT Load Balancing Forwarding

Enterprise Tier Platform Tier Edge Tier

SEM Context Req

SEM State

SEM

SEM Update

Figure 4.2: Flow Diagram Optimizer.

On the Edge Tier, there are three types of devices that regularly send their updates:
Photovoltaic Panels (PV), the Warm Water Tanks (WWT) and the Smart Energy Meters
(SEM). The co-simulation framework uses time intervals of five minutes. This means
that the Photovoltaic Devices publishes its cell temperature and power production twelve
times per hour over MQTT. The IoT-Agent listens to specific device topic and informs
the Context Broker about any state changes. Due to an active subscription, if any context
information about the PV panels updates, the Context Broker sends a request to the
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4.4. Simulation Models

Nominal Power 8 kWp
Surface Tilt 30◦

Surface Azimuth 180◦ (South)
Location Burgenland, near Eisenstadt
Date 15.9.2022

Table 4.1: Configuration of Photovoltaic Panel.

Optimizer. Then, the Optimizer checks the current state of the Warm Water Tanks by
sending a request to the Context Broker. With all the needed information on hand, it can
send a Load Balancing Command/Recommendation which gets relayed to the Controller
of the Warm Water Tanks. In order for this communication to work reliably, the time
intervals of status updates should be reasonably small. Otherwise the Load Balancing
Command/Recommendation might become invalid until the controller considers it.

4.4 Simulation Models

Simulating Photovoltaic Panels can be very difficult since the output is dependent on
many variables. Therefore, an existing (Python) library was chosen in order to get
more realistic results. pvlib [64] seemed to be a good choice since it is easy to use and
configure. Like mosaik, it is written in Python thus the integration into the co-simulation
framework was trivial. It is used for all photovoltaic performance estimations. At the
start of the simulation, when the photovoltaic simulator module is initialized, it requests
the context information about the photovoltaic panels from the Context Broker. As the
simulator initially does not know anything about the devices it requests all devices of
type ‘PhotovoltaicDevice’. The key information needed for the simulation is:

• Location of the panel (longitude and latitude)

• Surface tilt and azimuth

• The nominal power rating of the panel

• Date

The last point does not come from the Context Broker, but is configured through
the co-simulator. The output performance curve for the photovoltaic panel with the
configuration like shown in Listing 3.1 can be seen in Figure 4.3. The properties of the
photovoltaic panel are summarized in Table 4.1.

The simulation of the Warm Water Tanks uses a very simple model. While there exist
more accurate and realistic models, for simplicity’s sake, a less complex was created. It
simply tracks the mean temperature of the Warm Water Tank and assumes a constant
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4. Proof-of-concept Implementation
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Figure 4.3: Output Power of the PV Panel.

linear thermal loss. The simulator has two inputs: the water outlet volume and the heat
input in Watts.

The following properties can be set as initial values:

• Total water volume

• Target temperature

• Maximum temperature difference between the actual and the target temperature.

• Water inlet temperature

All properties apart from the last point are configured through the data model that
is stored in the Context Broker. Equivalently to the Photovoltaic Simulator, the co-
simulator requests all the context information about the warm water tanks and creates
the models, respectively.

The component that connects between the IoT-Agent and mosaik, is written as two
(Python) simulators. One simulator allows receiving MQTT topics (‘mqtt-to-mosaik’)
from the IoT-Agent while the other publishes specific MQTT topics (‘mosaik-to-mqtt’).
Both components need the API key that was configured, when setting up the service group
at the IoT Agent. The ‘mqtt-to-mosaik’ component initially also receives a dictionary of
device IDs and attributes. Then it listens continuously to the specified MQTT topics
and collects the commands for theses virtual devices. At each simulation step it passes
the collected data onto the connected device. This shows once more the power of co-
simulation: As each simulator is a stand-alone program, it is very easy to integrate
existing libraries into the framework. There are also very few limitations on additional
communication channels that a simulator might use.
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4.5. House Hold Simulation

4.5 House Hold Simulation
In order to get more realistic load profiles for the warm water usage and electrical energy
consumption, the LoadProfileGenerator (LPG) [65] tool was used. It was chosen as it
is a mature tool and has many configuration options. It was initially created by Noah
Daniel Pflugradt for his PhD thesis [66]. For our scenario, three distinct households from
the pre-sets of the program where chosen. The households should represent a variety of
living constellations that could occur in a LEC. The identifier in parentheses is the code
used in LPG.

• (CHR16) Couple (age 75 and 80)

• (CHR27) Two Parents with two Children (age 9 and 13). Both Parents are working

• (CHR45) Two Parents with one Teenage Child (age 16). One Parent is working

The results of LPG are available to CSV (Comma Separated Values) files. The warm
water usage of the households is depicted in Figure 4.5.

4.6 Simulation Results
As stated in the beginning of the chapter, three distinct scenarios were simulated using
the mosaik framework. A structural overview of the simulation scenarios can be seen on
Figure 4.1. It should be noted that in first scenario only the energy consumption from
the WWT is simulated. The overall power consumption from the households is simulated
in scenario two and three.

• Scenario 1: no SEM and no optimization algorithm

• Scenario 2: with SEM and no optimization algorithm

• Scenario 3: with SEM and with opimization algorithm

For all three scenarios, the results of the photovoltaic simulation are the same. The
configuration of the panels is summarized in Table 4.2. The results of the simulation
are depicted in Figure 4.4. We can see that the power production starts around 06:00,
peaks at 12:00 and finally stops at 16:00. The electrical energy production for the
smaller panel is around 45 kWh and around 80 kWh kWh for the larger one. In total, an
energy production of around 125 kWh is simulated. It should be kept in mind, that the
simulation assumed ideal conditions.
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4. Proof-of-concept Implementation

PV Panel 1 PV Panel 2
Nominal Power 8 kWp 14 kWp
Surface Tilt 30◦ 44◦

Surface Azimuth 180◦ (South)
Location Burgenland, near Eisenstadt
Weather sunny and no clouds

Table 4.2: Configuration of the PV Panels.
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Figure 4.4: Output Power of the PV Panels.
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(a) Household 1 (CHR16).
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(b) Household 2 (CHR27).
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(c) Household 3 (CHR45).
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(d) All Households.

Figure 4.5: Warm Water Consumption.
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4. Proof-of-concept Implementation

In the first simulation round, only the WWTs and the PV panels were simulated. The
power consumption of the LEC can be seen in Figure 4.7. The power consumption is
dependent on the warm water usage, thus the peak in power consumption at around
10:00 (Figure 4.7) can be explained by the significant warm water usage in the morning
(Figure 4.5). Remarkably, the main power consumption coincides with the main power
production phase and only around 11 kWh of the 64 kWh need to be imported from the
grid (Figure 4.6 and 4.11).
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Figure 4.6: Power Import from Grid Scenario 1.
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Figure 4.7: Power Consumption Scenario 1.
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4.6. Simulation Results

The second scenario added the SEMs. This was simply done by creating a new service
group at the IoT Agent and provisioning the devices. In mosaik, a new simulator was
added that reads the results form the LPG tool. With the SEMs enabled, it becomes
apparent, why neglecting the general electrical energy consumption of households could
lead to inaccurate results. With the new inclusion, the overall power consumption almost
doubled form 64 kWh to 110 kWh. The discrepancy can be seen in Figure 4.9. Especially
the increased power usage starting in the afternoon was not correctly represented in the
first simulation. This can be seen in the cumulative power consumption in Figure 4.11.
What is more, the amount of imported energy from the grid tripled from 11 kWh to
33 kWh compared to the first scenario. The elevated evening consumption plays a big
factor in this significant growth as can be observed in Figure 4.9. Once again, during
the main phase of the photovoltaic energy production only a small amount of power is
imported from the grid (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Power Import from Grid Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 2.
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Figure 4.9: LEC Total Power Consumption Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 2.
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4. Proof-of-concept Implementation

In the third and last simulation experiment, the optimization algorithm was enabled.
Recall, the idea of this simple Optimizer was to store the surplus energy from the PV in
the WWTs of the three households. With the desired effect being needing less energy
in the evening during the second phase of high warm water usage as the WWTs have a
higher average water temperature. The Optimizer periodically (every five miutes) sends
a message to the individual WWTs that tells them how much additional energy they are
allowed to use. The surplus power from the photovoltaic panels peaks around midday,
when the overall energy production is the highest. In this period, the Optimizer sends
the majority of its recommendation requests to the controllers. In Figure 4.10, the sum
of the individual recommendation requests is depicted. Figure 4.13 shows that during
the same time, the overall energy consumption of the optimized LEC is higher than the
unoptimized. This indicates, that the extra power is used and buffered into the WWTs.
The effect becomes visible in Figure 4.12. While from 00:00 to around 20:00 the amount
of imported energy is very similar, the optimized LEC performs significantly better after
20:00. Figure 4.11 concludes the results of the scenarios. Even though the total energy
consumption is very similar (Optimized LEC 109 kWh versus 110 kWh unoptimized LEC)
the imported power is measurably less with the Optimizer enabled. The unoptimized
LEC imports 33 kWh and the optimized only 26 kWh. This is reduction of around 20
percent.
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Figure 4.10: Optimization Recommendation from the Optimizer (Surplus Power from
the Photovoltaic Panels).
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Figure 4.11: Power Statistics Comparison.
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Figure 4.12: Power Import from Grid Scenario 2 vs. Scenario 3.
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Figure 4.13: LEC Total Power Consumption Scenario 2 vs. Scenario 3.
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4. Proof-of-concept Implementation

Figure 4.14: A dashboard in Grafan, showing information about the PV-Panels

4.7 Data Visualization: Grafana
As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, adding a data visualization tool like
Grafan brings many benefits. It allows monitoring the LEC and can also be used by
less technically skilled people. There are many configuration options, nevertheless, the
initial set-up does not take a long time. Fortunately, it is easy to integrate a tool like
Grafana into our system design. Like the Optimizer, Grafana lives in the Enterprise
Tier. For simplicity’s sake, it communicates directly with the time-series database
CrateDB. As CrateDB uses standard SQL, there exist an integration for Grafana out-of-
the-box. Figure 4.14 shows what a simple dashboard might look like. It is a plot of the
power production of the two photovoltaic panels. Listing 4.1 shows the corresponding
SQL-Request.

Listing 4.1: Grafana SQL Request
1 SELECT
2 time_index AS "time",
3 entity_id AS metric,
4 activepower
5 FROM doc.etphotovoltaicmeasurement
6 WHERE
7 $__timeFilter(time_index)
8 ORDER BY 1,2
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion and Future Work

The goal of this Bachelor thesis was to find a suitable architecture for smart LECs based
on FIWARE which utilizes smart data models for optimizing energy flow control and
support virtual commissioning. At first, the terminology surroundings ontologies was
explored. It was concluded that there may exist standardized definition of what the
difference between an information model and a data model is; however, different modelling
frameworks use different definitions for the same terms and often expand them with new
ones. Thus, it is not possible to compare two modelling frameworks by terminology that
they use.

In the proof-of-concept part of this thesis, it was shown that the proposed architecture
does indeed work for implementing an algorithm that optimizes the energy flow. In
particular, smart data models supplied the optimization algorithm with all the required
context information. However, there are some limitations to the presented results. First
and for most, the conditions of the scenario were heavily idealized. In September, a
reasonable high energy production for photovoltaic panels can be expected, but only if
there is sunny weather and no overcast. Moreover, the simulation did not regard the
cleanness of the individual panels. The International Energy Agency for Photovoltaic
Powers Systems Program estimates that dirty panels can lead to energy production
losses of up to 5 percent [67]. Besides that, the peak performance of the photovoltaic
installation was chosen to be large enough, such that there is surplus energy for the
Optimizer. Likewise, the efficiency of the Optimizer is highly debatable. Its strategy is
very likely to be too simple for real-world use-cases and might even lead to worse results.
This is due to its dependency on surplus energy in system. Nevertheless, the proposed
architecture could be used to implement different more involved optimization strategies.
So far the optimization strategy could only suggest to the warm water tank controller to
put more energy into to tank. However, the opposite could also be done. The heating of
the warm water tank could be temporarily disabled if a peak energy usage is detected or
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5. Discussion and Future Work

expected. Additionally, historic data and trends could be incorporated into the design of
the optimization algorithm in order to predict future energy demand.

The second shortcoming of the simulation results is the accuracy of the individual
simulators. In particular, the warm water tank simulator used arguably a too naive im-
plementation. There exist better approaches and libraries to simulate the thermodynamic
behaviour of insulated tanks. The current implementation neglects and oversimplifies
many physicals characteristics.

The third and last shortcoming are the data models. They could be augmented by more
details and context information. For instance, there are many more unused attributes in
the reference data model for the photovoltaic devices. However, the larger problem is that
the current @context model is suboptimal. For instance, it links to third party definitions
that are too vague and general. This is the case for the maxTemperatureDifference
attribute that has a very specific meaning for the warm water tank controller but is not a
common term. The same is true for thermalLoss which describes the constant heat loss of
the warm water tanks and is not a standard property. There are two possible strategies
to fix this issue, either by submitting the missing definitions to a schema provider, or
by self-hosting the resources. It might even be reasonable to crate a URN name space
specifically for LECs (in Austria).

Finally, it should be kept in mind that the presented solution is very much a proof-
of-concept implementation. The self-developed tools are not ready for a market-ready
solution. While the third party tools from FIWARE, can be used in the real-world, the
current configuration is not suitable. More care has to be given to security and proper
authorization. This is supported by the FIWARE platform as well as the MQTT message
broker. The configuration should also be updated to allow for better scaling. Currently,
there is no nice or proper way to on-board a new entity/member of the LEC. These
points should not be ignored in a real-world deployment. However, configuring for better
security, scalability and a proper on-boarding process would not change the system design.
For this reason they were deemed to be less important for this work.

To conclude, there exist quite a few points that could be improved and augmented in
the system’s implementation. The system design and architecture however, showed their
potential. They would not need any significant changes in order to incorporate the
mentioned improvements.
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APPENDIX A
Data Models

A.1 Warm Water Tank
1 {
2 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTank:001",
3 "type": "WarmWaterTank",
4 "name": "Smart Warm Water Tank 1",
5 "description": "A smart warm water tank, that supports variable

input power levels",
6 "capacity": {
7 "type": "Property",
8 "value": 300.0,
9 "unitCode": "LTR"

10 },
11 "NominalPower": {
12 "type": "Property",
13 "value": 3.6,
14 "unitCode": "KWT"
15 },
16 "thermalLoss": {
17 "type": "Property",
18 "value": 50,
19 "unitCode": "WTT"
20 },
21 "targetTemperature": {
22 "type": "Property",
23 "value": 60,
24 "unitCode": "CEL"
25 },
26 "maxTemperatureDifference": {
27 "type": "Property",
28 "value": 5,
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29 "unitCode": "CEL"
30 }
31 },
32 {
33 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTank:002",
34 "type": "WarmWaterTank",
35 "name": "Smart Warm Water Tank 2",
36 "description": "A smart warm water tank, that supports variable

input power levels",
37 "capacity": {
38 "type": "Property",
39 "value": 1200.0,
40 "unitCode": "LTR"
41 },
42 "NominalPower": {
43 "type": "Property",
44 "value": 5.2,
45 "unitCode": "KWT"
46 },
47 "thermalLoss": {
48 "type": "Property",
49 "value": 35,
50 "unitCode": "WTT"
51 },
52 "targetTemperature": {
53 "type": "Property",
54 "value": 60,
55 "unitCode": "CEL"
56 },
57 "maxTemperatureDifference": {
58 "type": "Property",
59 "value": 5,
60 "unitCode": "CEL"
61 }
62 },
63 {
64 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTank:003",
65 "type": "WarmWaterTank",
66 "name": "Smart Warm Water Tank 3",
67 "description": "A smart warm water tank, that supports variable

input power levels",
68 "capacity": {
69 "type": "Property",
70 "value": 1200.0,
71 "unitCode": "LTR"
72 },
73 "NominalPower": {
74 "type": "Property",
75 "value": 5.2,
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76 "unitCode": "KWT"
77 },
78 "thermalLoss": {
79 "type": "Property",
80 "value": 35,
81 "unitCode": "WTT"
82 },
83 "targetTemperature": {
84 "type": "Property",
85 "value": 60,
86 "unitCode": "CEL"
87 },
88 "maxTemperatureDifference": {
89 "type": "Property",
90 "value": 5,
91 "unitCode": "CEL"
92 }
93 }

A.2 Warm Water Tank Measurement
1 {
2 "devices": [
3 {
4 "device_id": "wwt001",
5 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTankMeasurement:001",
6 "entity_type": "WarmWaterTankMeasurement",
7 "protocol": "PDI-IoTA-MQTT-UltraLight",
8 "transport": "MQTT",
9 "commands": [

10 {
11 "name": "p",
12 "type": "command"
13 }
14 ],
15 "static_attributes": [
16 {
17 "name": "refWarmWaterTank",
18 "type": "Relationship",
19 "value": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTank:001"
20 },
21 {
22 "name": "name",
23 "type": "Property",
24 "value": "WWT Measurement"
25 },
26 {
27 "name": "description",
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28 "type": "Property",
29 "value": "Measurement data from the Warm Water Tank"
30 }
31 ]
32 },
33 {
34 "device_id": "wwt002",
35 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTankMeasurement:002",
36 "entity_type": "WarmWaterTankMeasurement",
37 "protocol": "PDI-IoTA-MQTT-UltraLight",
38 "transport": "MQTT",
39 "commands": [
40 {
41 "name": "p",
42 "type": "command"
43 }
44 ],
45 "static_attributes": [
46 {
47 "name": "refWarmWaterTank",
48 "type": "Relationship",
49 "value": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTank:002"
50 },
51 {
52 "name": "name",
53 "type": "Property",
54 "value": "WWT Measurement"
55 },
56 {
57 "name": "description",
58 "type": "Property",
59 "value": "Measurement data from the Warm Water Tank"
60 }
61 ]
62 },
63 {
64 "device_id": "wwt003",
65 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTankMeasurement:003",
66 "entity_type": "WarmWaterTankMeasurement",
67 "protocol": "PDI-IoTA-MQTT-UltraLight",
68 "transport": "MQTT",
69 "commands": [
70 {
71 "name": "p",
72 "type": "command"
73 }
74 ],
75 "static_attributes": [
76 {
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77 "name": "refWarmWaterTank",
78 "type": "Relationship",
79 "value": "urn:ngsi-ld:WarmWaterTank:003"
80 },
81 {
82 "name": "name",
83 "type": "Property",
84 "value": "WWT Measurement"
85 },
86 {
87 "name": "description",
88 "type": "Property",
89 "value": "Measurement data from the Warm Water Tank"
90 }
91 ]
92 }
93 ]
94 }

A.3 Photovoltaic Panel
1 {
2 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicDevice:001",
3 "type": "PhotovoltaicDevice",
4 "name": "Photovoltaic Pannel",
5 "description": "A residential photovoltaic panel",
6 "MaximumSystemVoltage": {
7 "type": "Property",
8 "value": 400,
9 "unitCode": "VLT"

10 },
11 "NominalPower": {
12 "type": "Property",
13 "value": 8000,
14 "unitCode": "WTT"
15 },
16 "location": {
17 "type": "Point",
18 "coordinates": [
19 16.470517,
20 47.856821
21 ]
22 },
23 "surfaceTilt": {
24 "type": "Property",
25 "value": 30,
26 "unitCode": "DD"
27 },
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28 "surfaceAzimuth": {
29 "type": "Property",
30 "value": 180,
31 "unitCode": "DD"
32 }
33 },
34 {
35 "id": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicDevice:002",
36 "type": "PhotovoltaicDevice",
37 "name": "Photovoltaic Pannel",
38 "description": "A residential photovoltaic panel",
39 "MaximumSystemVoltage": {
40 "type": "Property",
41 "value": 400,
42 "unitCode": "VLT"
43 },
44 "NominalPower": {
45 "type": "Property",
46 "value": 14,
47 "unitCode": "KWT"
48 },
49 "location": {
50 "type": "Point",
51 "coordinates": [
52 16.480517,
53 47.846821
54 ]
55 },
56 "surfaceTilt": {
57 "type": "Property",
58 "value": 44,
59 "unitCode": "DD"
60 },
61 "surfaceAzimuth": {
62 "type": "Property",
63 "value": 180,
64 "unitCode": "DD"
65 }
66 }
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A.4 Photovoltaic Measurement

1 {
2 "devices": [
3 {
4 "device_id": "ems001",
5 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicMeasurement:001",
6 "entity_type": "PhotovoltaicMeasurement",
7 "timezone": "Europe/Berlin",
8 "static_attributes": [
9 {

10 "name": "refPhotovoltaicDevice",
11 "type": "Relationship",
12 "value": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicDevice:001"
13 },
14 {
15 "name": "name",
16 "type": "Property",
17 "value": "Photovoltaic station (EMS)"
18 },
19 {
20 "name": "description",
21 "type": "Property",
22 "value": "Photovoltaic data"
23 }
24 ]
25 },
26 {
27 "device_id": "ems002",
28 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicMeasurement:002",
29 "entity_type": "PhotovoltaicMeasurement",
30 "timezone": "Europe/Berlin",
31 "static_attributes": [
32 {
33 "name": "refPhotovoltaicDevice",
34 "type": "Relationship",
35 "value": "urn:ngsi-ld:PhotovoltaicDevice:001"
36 },
37 {
38 "name": "name",
39 "type": "Property",
40 "value": "Photovoltaic station (EMS)"
41 },
42 {
43 "name": "description",
44 "type": "Property",
45 "value": "Photovoltaic data"
46 }
47 ]
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48 }
49 ]
50 }

A.5 Smart Energy Meters
1 {
2 "devices": [
3 {
4 "device_id": "em001",
5 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:EnergyMeter:001",
6 "entity_type": "EnergyMeter",
7 "timezone": "Europe/Berlin",
8 "static_attributes": [
9 {

10 "name": "name",
11 "type": "Property",
12 "value": "(S)MS 1"
13 },
14 {
15 "name": "description",
16 "type": "Property",
17 "value": "Smart Energy Meter data"
18 }
19 ]
20 },
21 {
22 "device_id": "em002",
23 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:EnergyMeter:002",
24 "entity_type": "EnergyMeter",
25 "timezone": "Europe/Berlin",
26 "static_attributes": [
27 {
28 "name": "name",
29 "type": "Property",
30 "value": "(S)MS 2"
31 },
32 {
33 "name": "description",
34 "type": "Property",
35 "value": "Smart Energy Meter data"
36 }
37 ]
38 },
39 {
40 "device_id": "em003",
41 "entity_name": "urn:ngsi-ld:EnergyMeter:003",
42 "entity_type": "EnergyMeter",
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43 "timezone": "Europe/Berlin",
44 "static_attributes": [
45 {
46 "name": "name",
47 "type": "Property",
48 "value": "(S)MS 3"
49 },
50 {
51 "name": "description",
52 "type": "Property",
53 "value": "Smart Energy Meter data"
54 }
55 ]
56 }
57 ]
58 }

A.6 @context LEC

1 {
2 "@context": {
3 "fiware": "https://uri.fiware.org/ns/data-models#",
4 "NominalPower": "https://smartdatamodels.org/dataModel.

GreenEnergy/NominalPower",
5 "activePower": "https://smartdatamodels.org/dataModel.

GreenEnergy/activePower",
6 "MaximumSystemVoltage": "https://smartdatamodels.org/

dataModel.GreenEnergy/MaximumSystemVoltage",
7 "temperature": "https://smartdatamodels.org/dataModel.

GreenEnergy/temperature",
8 "energyConsumed": "https://voc.iudx.org.in/energyConsumed",
9 "owner": "https://smartdatamodels.org/dataModel.GreenEnergy/

owner",
10 "surfaceTilt": "https://brickschema.org/ontology/1.2/

entity_properties/tilt",
11 "surfaceAzimuth": "https://brickschema.org/ontology/1.2/

entity_properties/azimuth",
12 "capacity": "https://dbpedia.org/page/Volume",
13 "thermalLoss": "https://dbpedia.org/page/Heat_transfer",
14 "targetTemperature": "https://brickschema.org/ontology/1.2/

classes/Water_Temperature_Setpoint",
15 "maxTemperatureDifference": "https://schema.org/maxValue",
16 "Person": "fiware:Person",
17 "Building": "fiware:Building",
18 "PhotovoltaicMeasurement": "https://github.com/smart-data-

models/dataModel.GreenEnergy/tree/master/
PhotovoltaicMeasurement",
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19 "PhotovoltaicDevice": "https://github.com/smart-data-models/
dataModel.GreenEnergy/tree/master/PhotovoltaicDevice",

20 "EnergyMeter": "https://voc.iudx.org.in/EnergyMeter",
21 "WarmWaterTank": "https://brickschema.org/ontology/1.2/

classes/Electric_Boiler/"
22 }
23 }
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